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Terms and conditions
Please read the terms and conditions(“T&Cs”) carefully. By making a contribution to
stellargold for purchase of Stellargold tokens(“XLMGOLD”) during the token sale,
you will be bound by these terms and conditions and all terms incorporated herein by
reference.
If you do not agree to our terms and conditions please
do not make any contributions to our token sale. Stellargold.inc is a venture of sujith
incorporation and is a company incorporated and registered, is referred to in
these(“T&Cs”) as Stellargold company.

•

Abstract
Decentralized exchanges offers trustless, non-custodial trading and improved transparency
in holding and sharing ledgers.Despite these advantages, In the block chain technology the
transactions are held with the help of miners which is the core focus for our token.This
platform Stellargold helps in educating common people in mining and the methods of
mining various coins so that there will be more miners and at the same time the time for
each transaction gets reduced and the cost of mining will greatly be reduced. By making a
contribution to Stellargold every member will be considered as a legit miner and it will also
be used for paying the mining fees for various miners. This coin will be used to pay the
mining fees in various trading platforms and online mining sites.(*NOTE: This token will be
used as a currency for mining in only genuine mining sites and hence this platform helps in
uprooting fake miners).

Background and Problems
1.Losing money on fake miners:
With the increased number of cryptocurrencies and miners it becomes inevitable
for people to seek mining sites which usually operates on large scale. And this leads to the
indulging of fake mining sites which are cheating people by accepting money as fees and in
return giving them a lots of disappointment and set back.
2.Number of minable crypto:
With the increased number of cryptocurrencies that could be mined the number
of miners also increased greatly and as a result of which small household CPU/GPU are
not proving good to their masters. So it is an essentiality to seek professional miners. While
seeking such people are betrayed.
3.Awareness about mining:
Some people who are not well aware of mining are wasting their time and money
by using their PC for mining and in return they are fetching nothing except a few electricity
charges.
4.Mining the backbone of transactions:
Mining is the heart of cryptocurrencies. Without the process of mining the
cryptocurrencies couldn't function. Because all the transactions are done with the help of
miners. So it is an important aspect to develop mining so that there will be a lot of miners
and consequently there will be less fees for transactions.

5.High gas price:
Due to the lack of miners the transaction fees are high. There is a lack of miners
due to the difficulty in mining blocks. The solution for such a problem is by promoting people
to take mining as a profession rather than a hobby. So that there will be a lot of miners will be
available as a result the transaction fees will be reduced greatly.

BREAKTHROUGH SOLUTION OF
STELLARGOLD:
Stellargold(“XLMGOLD”) is an advanced solution to these problems which could allow
users access simple, safer and faster transaction methods to various platforms and mining
sites. It is an ERC 20 token and can be stored in any of the ethereum wallets like
mist,metamask,myetherwallet,blockchain wallet etc.,Stellargold provides users with a
globally fastest money transaction yet absolutely safe with the lowest fee(based on
platform).You can use Stellargold for paying various crypto miners who are considered as
legit. It makes a distinguishable factor between the genuine mining sites and fake mining
sites. This also provides a key breakthrough in the cryptocurrency field.It is easier for the
mining sites to get genuine customers. Hence it brings smile on all. Unlike other digital
currencies Stellargold is not only designed to become an distal currency that can meet the
highest advanced technology but also become the friendly digital cash and can be easily used
by anyone

Key features of stellargold





Based on blockchain technology
Decentralized
Peer to peer network
Anonymous

OUTSTANDING FEATURES OF STELLARGOLD:
1.FAST:
One thing making stellargold unique and distinct cryptocurrency is its speed and transaction
confirmation takes place within seconds. As ethereum blockchain – takes only up to 3-5 minutes
for a transaction with minimum gas fees.
2.Secure:
It is impossible to hack stellargold coin from your wallets unless then you share your secret key
with anyone. It is build in such a way that we won't ask for your private keys at any time at any
cost.

3.Annonymity:
Hide the transactions while remaining totally anonymous to change. Being decentralized
currency transactions will always be anonymous and never be able to tracked by anyone.
4.Instant remittance:
Our experts are working hard to decrease the cost and technicality while increasing the
speed of this process with the help of technology and some great igniting servers.
5.Transparency:
The flow of the transactions is very simple. So if there is any invalid (or) fake details are
provided the high level of transparency of this decentralized currency can easily identify the
theft.
6.Recognition at universal level:
Stellargold(“XLMGOLD”) is not bound by exchange rates or transaction charges. So that
it can be used across the globe without any issue.

7.No downtime as supported by top decentralized platform:
Unlike other cryptocurrencies Stellargold is based on a single blockchain. It
is based on ethereum blockchain. So that it is easier for everyone to hold such tokens.
Hence it can be easily stored in any wallets and being decentralized there can be no
virus attacks can cause any downtime.

•

Wallets supporting Stellargold:
Stellargold can be stored across any ERC20 wallets.
 Mist wallet
 Myetherwallet
 Metamask
 Parity
 Trust
 Trezor/Ledger Nano

Note*:Logos are copyrights of respective owners and are used only for representation purposes

Why stellargold?
Motives of Stellargold coin:
 To become the only currency for paying crypto miners by 2020.
 Help everyone mine cryptocurreny.
 Complete guides on mining all minable crypto-currencies.
 Security from fake equi-hash cloud miners.
 Increasing the total number of crypto-miners.
 Reducing the gas fees to zero.
 Setting up of own crypto-mining farms in more than 10 centers by 2020.

1. What happens if the number of miners increases??
When the number of miners increases the rate of finding
blocks could be lowered and hence the transactions could take at a faster rate and hence the cost
per transactions will greatly be reduced.
2.Which mining sites will accept stellargold?
Those mining sites which are genuine and undergone testing by
the stellargold team will accept stellargold as their fee for mining. Initally after the ICO ends the
name of those mining sites will be published and after that you can start you mining various
cryptocurrencies using stellargold. Then stellargold becomes the backbone for all other
cryptocurrency.
3.When will stellargold mining farms will be created??
The prototypes for setting up of a mining farm is already under
progress and soon crypto-currency mining farms will be set up all over the world to mine all
cryptocurrencies that are minable .
4.What happens if mining is stopped??
Mining is the backbone for transactions in crypto world. Without
mining no currency can function . So stellargold can also be called as functionality crypto and
Unless there is crypto there should be mining.

Token Information
Name
Symbol
Platform
Contribution methods
Soft cap in USD
Hard cap in USD
Min contribution
Max contribution
Total number of tokens
Price per token
Decimal

Stellargold
XLMGOLD
Ethereum(ERC 20)
ETH
$2 million
$20 million
0.1ETH
100ETH
10,00,00,000
$0.50
8

Contract address:
0x3C2D5704663b0677DBe3270FF5eBb92B48a6965C

Token Distribution Chart

Tokens allocation for ICO
Pre-Sale

- 77,50,000

1st phase

- 1,50,00,000

2nd phase

- 1,50,00,000

3rd phase

- 1,50,00,000

4th phase

- 1,50,00,000

Road map for ICO

Stellargold ICO BONUS PROGRAM
PHASE - I
When buying under
2000 XLMGOLD

Phase - II

Phase - III

Phase - IV

45%

35%

25%

15%

50%

40%

30%

20%

10 % Extra Bonus when
buying 20,000-149,000
XLMGOLD

55%

45%

35%

25%

15% Extra Bonus when
buying more than
150,000 XLMGOLD

60%

50%

40%

30%

5% Extra bonus when
buying 2000-19,999
XLMGOLD

Airdrop
As a part of promotion a total of 10,00,000 coins will be
airdropped to the first 10,000 members who registered on
our website during the airdrop period. A total of 5,00,000
coins will be used for referral campaign. A person will receive
10 tokens for registering and 50 tokens for referring a friend.
However one can refer as many as he can before the 5,00,000
tokens gets exhausted. The persons who received the token
during airdrop through referral campaign will have to
complete the KYC to receive their tokens after the pre-sale
ends on June 5,2018 and any suspicious activity noted as
misusing this campaign may result in banning of your account
permanently. The airdropped tokens will be distributed after
Pre-Sale and can be traded in exchanges after 1st phase of ICO

Referral program
The referral program of stellargold is unique to ensure
genuine referrals and to avoid fake people from
damaging our customs. So each member who wants to
refer a person has to apply for their referral candidate
program and once they got an verification mail from
our team and a 12 digit referrer code with which they
can participate and each verified member can refer up
to 10 members(500 tokens worth $250).Yet they can
still add referrals under their name but they will not
be rewarded with stellargold instead they will receive
the top referrer prize which is a cash payment of
$1000 paid to their paypal account after the end of
ICO.

Rules for registration of referral program
 The referrer must be above 18 years of age and own a PayPal account(To receive the winning
amount).
 The referrer must have applied for the airdrop.
 The referrer must have to show the details of his marketing at the end of campaign(like
where he posted his unique code Eg: Youtube channel, Facebook page , Email marketing etc).
 He/She should promise that they would not indulge in fake referrals and involve in Using
VPN,Hotspots and other methods to cheat us as our referral program is completely manual
due to issues the current ICO offerings are facing.
 We promise that once you applied for the referral program the application will be reviewed
and answered within 24 hours.
 The Company has all the rights to ban a member from the ICO if he was found to access his
account from various IP address(*If the reason is valid then it could be lifted within 24 hours).
 Please join the campaign if you accept all the terms and conditions.

Airdrop Terms & Conditions
 Timing??
Stellargold reserves the right to modify the start and end date(s) of the Program at any
time, at our sole discretion. We also reserve the right to modify or cancel the Program at any
time, at our sole discretion.
 Who is Eligible to Refer Friends??
An eligible Program participant (a “Referrer”) must be an existing participant who has
verified his or her email address and mobile number.
 Can I refer Myself ??
No, self-referrals are prohibited as we will check for self-referrals. Accounts with selfreferrals will be terminated and your XLMGOLD Reward will be forfeited.
 Who is Considered an Eligible Friend To Refer??
An eligible friend (a “Referred Friend”) must use the referrer name sent by the Referrer to
sign up on https://stellargoldcoin.com (the “Site”).
 How to Participate and Refer Friends??
To participate in the Program, Referrers may use the referral links available on the Program
offer page to refer eligible friends via e-mail, Facebook, or Twitter.
 Rewards for Referred Friends??
Referred Friends will receive 100 XLMGOLD. Stellargold may modify or cancel this
promotion at any time without notice.

 Rewards for Referrers??
If a Referred Friend makes signs up using your unique Link, you will receive 50 Stellargold.
 Redemption of Reward??
XLMGOLD tokens bounty program Reward will be issued after the Initial Coin Offering
(ICO). Please allow up to twenty eight (28) business days after the Initial Coin Offering to
receive the Reward. Note that you will need to provide us with your Ethereum wallet to
receive your SAT Reward. You can obtain a free and secured Ethereum wallet.
 Abuse ??
Any abuse of this Program, as determined by Stellargold at our sole discretion, may result
in the rescission of the Bounty rewards and your unique bounty code, as well as the inability
by both parties to participate in this Program or future Stellargold promotions. This
Program is subject to modification or termination at any time by Stellargold at our sole
discretion. To prevent fraud and abuse, we reserve the right to discontinue or modify any
Reward or promotion code or cancel any order. We monitor the source of your referrals.
Unethical marketing schemes, and other spam referral methods will result in account
termination without notice.
We will terminate your application without any intimation and Stellargold has the sole rights
to block your account if any illegal activity was found on your account.

Stellargold
Mining For money

A venture of sujith Incorporation

